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CHAPTM VII 

CONCLUSION

"I do not scruple to pronounce that in the whole world
there is not a worse country than what we have yet
seen of this."

Major Robert Ross, Lieutenant-Governor of
New South Wales, 1788.1

"But it gives me the spirit of youth,
And makes me feel fresh as a child,
To gallop alone in the Forest
In the boundless Australian Wild.

There nature's varying harmonies
The raptured senses strike,
With no two rocks, with no two trees,
With no two leaves alike."

Matthew Henry Marsh, 1867.
2

See how the flowers came, unique, aloof
from all the blossoms of the Northern world;
flowers, flourishing and finding myriad forms
in tree and bush and grass -- the flowers that flamed,
flamboyant, in the scrublands, or appeared,
modest and rare and beautiful, with mild
and delicate faces shaded under leaves...

The brush and jungle plants, that superseded
the ferns and cycads of the tropic ages,
found, with return of hardier conditions,
rich soil in their selected habitats
from York to Otway in the torrid north;
straight-limbed tall trees, and creepers, bearing flowers
to hide among the dark and deep-green leaves...

See how the flowers came throughout the Bush
which covered most of this great Continent,
vast plains and hills of eucalypt and shrub,
acacia and rich florescent growths,
where burned, in season, white and scarlet blossoms,
and golden mists of springtime...the unnumbered
varieties and tints of tea-tree flowers,
pea-flowers and banksia blooms and waratahs,
gee-bungs and woody-pears...the riotous
and pristine beauty of the Southland flowers:

Rex Ingamells, 1951.3

1 Robert Ross to Under 3ec.Nepean,16 Nov.1788 (see Chapter 111,p-147)-
2 Marsh : Overland, p.78
3 R. Ingamells ; The Great South Land : An Epic Poem, Melb.,1951.



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION.

"A hope is entertained that a history of the local
achievements of science in this part of the world
will soon be written, when also just tributes can
be paid to all furtherers of phytologic research,
who here among us worked for the credit of the past
and the benefit of future generations."

Ferdinand von Mueller, 1886.4

As stated at the outset s , the aim of this study has been

to enquire into several problems and to seek answers to questions

associated with the botanical investigation of New South 'dales between

1811 and 1880. No single argument can be advanced and defended to

account for this investigation, for it was pursued by many different

people from diverse walks of life and inspired by many different

motives. Evidence to enable the initial auestions to be answered

has been presented, and it remains now to consider these questions in

the light of this evidence. 	 Before this is done, it must be pointed

out that a major aspect of this thesis comprises the determination,
however tentative, of the many species of plants discovered,

described, observed, collected, painted or utilised by the early

investigators.	 Careful attention has accordingly been paid to

botanical nomenclature and to lists of plants considered especially
significant, either for botanical or historical reasons. Although

this is essentially a historical survey, the veracity of the answers

to some of the key questions depends largely upon the accuracy of

the botanical classifications suggested. 	 It is realised that the

classifications of some plants mentioned in the course of this study

may perhaps be debated rather than accepted, but all classifications

were decided only after consideration of available botanical,

historical and geographical evidence, which was not always equally

4 Mueller in Andrew Garran (Ed.): Picturesaue Atlas of Australasia,
Syd., 1886, III, p.722.

5 Chapter I, p.16.
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strong in all three aspects. In some cases, actual specimens were

obtained in order to verify tentative classifications.

Owing to the current enthusiasm for taxonomic research, often

incorporating techniques far beyoad the means of the early investiga-

tors
6 , the classifications of some plants have actually been changed

either immediately prior to, or during the time this study was in

progress. 7 Where possible, appropriate adjustments have been made

in the Botanical Appendix8 , especially in cases where recently

superseded names have, for the sake of consistency, been used through-

out the text 9 .	 If at times one becomes impatient with taxonomists

and taxonomic changes, it is at least reassuring to note that even a

Director of Kew Gardens 10 must have been similarly irked over seventy-

five years ago, when he told the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science

...if science is to keep in touch with human affairs,
stability in nomenclature is a thing not merely to aim
at but to respect. Changes become necessary, but should
never be insisted on without grave and solid reason. In
some cases they are inevitable unless the taxonomic side
of botany is to remain at a standstill.

6 e.g. chromosome counts comparative anatomy of wood, epidermis
and inner structure of leaves and of primary vascular systems
and nodes of stems; biochemical systematics; palynologr (i.e.
the anatomy of pollen, spores, etc.); numerical taxonomy
involving the analysis of characteristics with the aid of a
computer. The simple hand lenses and microscopes used by the
early investigators mey now be supplemented by such instruments
as transmission and scanning electron microscopes.

7 1966-1971.
8 Appendix XV, immediately preceding the Bibliography at the end

of the work.
9 e.g. throughout this study, White Cypress Pine, now widely

accepted as Callitris columellaris "inland form", has been
referred to as C.hugelii, a name still defended and justified
as recently as 1961 (see Joy Thompson in Contrib. Nat. Herb.
NSW,	 Flora Series 1-18, 1961, p.55.

10 William Turner Thiselton-Dyer (1843-1928), son-in-law and
successor to Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker.	 He was Director of
Kew, 1885-1905.

4"7
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But,

botanists who waste their time over priority are like
boys who, when sent on an errand, spend their time in
playing by the roadside. By such men even Linnaeus is
not to be allowed to decide his own names.11

Today of course, the situation is somewhat different. The taxonomists

and their work are highly respected, and an international code

determines the "grave and solid reasons" for any changes in

nomenclature.

It was obligatory for the early settlers to make some

investigation of the bush, for the bush encompassed them. The aim

here has been to ascertain how, by whom, and for what purpose, this

investigation was made. While the bush promised some of the

necessities of life, it inhibited the production of others.	 The

bush could not be ignored -- it was an issue to be faced, a major part

of the environment to be understood, modified and mastered, if

European settlement were to succeed. In fact, unless a settler

could describe  the bush, he could hardly describe the country at all --
a country which from Port Jackson appeared to be "one continued wood" 12 :

To attempt a lengthened description of the country we
travelled through would be ridiculous as a few words will
suffice. BusL, Bush, Bush, with here & there a small
clearing & more frequently symptoms of it, exhibited in
the burning stumps of trees...1.3

11 Report of the Sixty-fifth ii:eeting of the British association
for the Advancement of Science  held at Ipswich in September 
1895, Lond.,1895, P10 . 845-8 46. Henry Deane relayed these views
to the Linnean Society of 	 in his presidential address,
31 Mar. 1897. Proc.Linn.Soc.NS/, 1896, pp.826-827.

12 See Chapter III, p.147.

13 Nancy M.Taylor (Ed.): The Journal of Ensign Best, 1837-1843,
Wellington,N.Z., 1966, pp.145-146, entry for 27 Oct. 1837,
referring to the country between Parramatta and Windsor.
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Those who voluntarily undertook, or were charged with the

task of attempting "a lengthened description of the country" are

remembered in the general category of "the explorers". It has been

shown14 that the botanical interests of the "private" explorers

were restricted chiefly to grasses and other components of promising

pastures for the stock they either already possessed or hoped to

acquire. The botanical interests of the Government-sponsored

"official" explorers were much More comprehensive. Whether they

ranged only within New south Wales or ventured into New South Wales

from another colony, these explorers were given precise instructions,

which after the arrival of li;arl 7_i,athurst's memorandum on exploration

in 1816, included the making of botanical observations, collections,

and perhaps sketches.	 In Bathurst's view, such botanical work

should be entrusted to "some person of more scientific Observation

and of more General Knowledge' than to such com petent bushmen as

George Evans 15 , and thenceforth major expeditions had personnel

appointed specifically for botanical work. 	 If either the King's

Botanist or the Colonial Botanist, or even both, could accompany an

expedition, then a Governor's chances of winning official
approbation were greatly increased.

Whether Henry, third Earl Bathurst, Secretary of State for

the Colonies and former President of the Board of Trade, prepared

this memorandum at Banks's behest or with Banks's assistance, or in

the hope that the search for a staple in the Australian bush might

yet be successful, or simply because he, as a true English gentleman

with a responsible position in the Government, naturally reflected

the spirit of the current scientific enlightenment, is not clear.

The fact remains, however, that Bathurst must be credited with

setting the pattern for instructions issued to land explorers during

14 See Chapter II, passim.

15 See Chapter II, pp.29-32.
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the subsequent half-century16 , and that these instructions included

specific directions for botanical investigation to be carried out as

an integral part of the normal procedure for exploring unkmown country.

In this study, considerable attention has been paid to the efforts,

first of explorers, then of settlers, to devise means of describing

and classifying the different ecological regions in a oountrywhich

seemed to present endless contrasts.

During the earlier part of the period here reviewed, the

ailing Banks, who had largely determined the course of botanical

investigation of -Jew South Wales at the scientific level throughout

the period previously surveyed17 , demonstrated his abiding interest in

the Colony by sending Allan Cunningham on his great mission for the

Royal Gardens at Kew. 	 Cunningham's arrival in Sydney in December

1816 was the final indication that this year should be recorded as

one of the most momentous from the botanical viewpoint. 	 Charles

Fraser arrived in April, Mrs. Macquarie' s Road which delineated the

boundaries of the Government Domain and Gardens was completed in

June, Bathurst's memorandum was received in October, and by the end

of the year expeditions over the Blue Mountains into the far interior

were being planned in the light of that memorandum. Evidence has

been presented to show how profoundly Bathurst's memorandum

influenced the botanical activities of the expeditions of Oxley,

Sturt and Mitchell.

The year 1820 was ancther turning point in the history of

the botanical investigation of New South Wales, for Banks and his

King, who had both been so intent on making Kew Gardens the best in

europe, died within five months of each other, leaving collectors,

such as Allan Cunningham actually in the field. Between 1820 and

16 It seems rather strange that there was apparently no portrait
of Bathurst in N.S.4. before one was procured through the good
offices of the British 1:luseum from the Royal Library at Windsor
in 1968. Bathurst held his important post during most of the
administration of Liacquarie, all that of Brisbane, and the early
part of Darling's period of office. ; gee Chapter II, p.31.

17 i.e. 1788-1810 -- see Thesis I.
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1841, the magnificence and the influence of Kew Gardens declined

together, but the ultimate disaster was averted partly by W.T. Aiton,

the principal gardener, and largely by John Smith, who became Aiton's

chief assistant in 1826. 18 	Having survived a searching enquiry in

1838, when there was also a crisis in the management of the Sydney

Botanic Gardens, the Kew Gardens were placed in 1841 under the

direction of William Jackson Hooker, and the future development and

world-wide influence of the institution were assured. For the next

forty-three years, the Hookers, father and son, as successive
Directors, influenced colonial botany throughout the Empire at all

levels - in the collection of specimens, the introduction of living

plants, the appointment of personnel and in the publication of
botanical works. Thus something of the old Banksian influence from

Kew persisted and with far-reaching effects. It was, however, a

much more specifically botanical influence, and at a much higher

academic level, than that which Banks had exerted. 	 The Hookers were

more single-minded.	 Doubtless Banks a idoreciated that strong

academic leadership was required by his favourite science when in

his very last days he worked so hard and successfully to secure for

William Jackson Hooker the Chair of Botany at Glas,1;o, a key position

from which the right man could influence the course of botanical enquiry.

Between 1810 and 1820, the bulk of botanical material

collected by explorers, often aided by the King's Botanist or the

Colonial Botanist, was shipped to England for Banks or for aarl

Bathurst.	 Before Wardian cases came into use in 1833-1834, 19 the

loss of living plants was enormous, yet some survived to grace the

gardens at Kew and elsewhere in Europe. The vast majority of the dried

specimens went into the Banksian Herbarium which after Banks's death in

18 Turrill; Royal Botanic Gardens, p.25. John Smith (1798-1888)
was appointed curator of Kew, under Hooker, 1841-1861. See
also Chapter V, p. 487.

19 See Chapter VI, p. 537.
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1820, passed first into Robert Brown's personal possession and then

to the British 1Juseum where Brown retained his guardianship over the

collection.

After 1820, Brown, John Lindley and W.J. Hooker were

always pleased to receive the botanical results of expeditions into

the interior. The appointment of Ferdinand Mueller as Government

Botanist of Victoria in January 1853 marked the beginning of a new

phase in the botanical investigation of Australia, for thereafter

the course and nature of botanical enquiry, especially at the

scientific and economic levels, tended to be determined in Australia

rather than in England. Mueller's appointment initiated the move

for a more effective scientific independence. No longer did the

botanical proceeds of inland expeditions go automatically to London,

but rather to Melbourne. When -k:lueller was so disposed, specimens

were later referred to London, but usually after he had made his

decision on classification. 	 The specimens tended tc be referred

more out of courtesy "for information" than for determination, but

Mueller never forgot that it was on Sir William Hooker's strong

recommendation that he had been appointed to his post in Victoria.

It has been shown how Mueller's "unilateral action" in classifying new

discoveries without reference to the "foundation collections" in

England caused some alarm as the problem of synonymy became increas-

ingly serious.

Mueller combined his vast knowledge with tremendous energy

and complete dedication, so that he became the local, and hence

accessible centre of botanical enquiry and correspondence, the very

fountain-head of botanical knowledge and advice. He enjoyed this

role, and fulfilled it with a vigour and sense of urgency and purpose

not general among the public servants of his day or since. Mueller's

influence over botanical enquiry in New South .'ales was infinitely

greater than might be supposed from his six brief visits. It seems
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that most people interested in increasing their botanical knowledge
in any field had heard of "the Doctor" in Melbourne, or later, "the
Baron". Local botanical authorities within New South Wales, for

example, Charles Moore, were not regarded in the same mystical light,
and thanks to the efforts of 14illiam Woolls especially, Mueller had

more dedicated followers in _Jew South 'vales than the Director of the

Sydney Botanic Gardens. The simple fact was that New South ';ales

did not have anyone to match Lueller's knowledge or industry until
the arrival of another chemist, J.H. Maiden, in 1880.	 Mueller's

leadership ensured that Victoria's flora was being described and re-

corded in fine illustrated works thirty years -before the flora of

New South Wales was systematised in a non-illustrated work published

in Sydney but closely dependent upon Bentham's work published in

London. I]ven to-day, New South dales possesses little to compare
with the rich botanical literature of Victoria. 20 In a similar

manner, Victoria took a stronger initiative than New South Wales in

the field of botanical education and in the popularising of botanical

pursuits through such agencies as field naturalists' clubs.

It is interestin, if fruitless, to consider what a

vastly different situation might have developed, had Joseph Dalton

Hooker been moved to accept the directorship of the Sydney Botanic

Gardens when he received news of the vacancy in November 1844. 21

20 e.g. whereas in N.S.I. the most recent botanical taxonomy is
scattered throughout the valuable Contributions  from the New South
Wales national Herbarium, the Victorian flora is being; synthesised
in J.H. Willis: A Handbook to Plants in Victoria of which Volume I
( -.Arst Edition) appeared in 1962, the Second Edition in 1970 (with
a supplement of nearly 30 pages to bring the work up to date) and
Volume II is imminent. in like manner, N.:41. has nothing to com-
pare with d.R. Cochrane,	 Fuhrer, 11;.R. Rotherham and J.H. Willis:
flowers and Plants of Victoria published by A.H. L'c	 Reed in
association with the Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria in 1968.

21 Huxley: Joseph Dalton Hooker, I, p. 177; Allan g "lookers, p. 153;
see also Chapter VI, p. 544.
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Doubtless there would have been some botanical skirmishes across the

border, but New South Wales would certainly have had a published

Handbook of its flora long before 1893 and a comprehensive herbarium

long before 1899. Even so, George Bentham still would have compiled

Flcra Australiensis in England, probably with the title-page of the

work bearing the name of Hooker instead of, or in addition to, that

of Mueller.

Several phases in the botanical investigation of New South

Wales have been distinguished. first there was the phase of

exploration and discovery, during or immediately after which attempts

were made to expand botanical taxonomy to embrace s pecies considered

new. Another phase was the resolution of the problem of ecological

definition, and often allied to this was the search for the pastoral,

agricultural or other economic use to which the different ecological

regions could be devoted. Associated with both taxonomy and economic

considerations was the later phase of analytical and biochemical

investigatior.	 Last of all was the conservation phase which arose

from an appreciation not only of bush resources, but also of the

characteristics of some major ecological divisions, especially the

forests. To-day, with the development of more refined techniques for

ascertaining the nature and interaction of the complex factors
associated with the evolution of stable ecosystems, there are demands

for a more stringent taxonomy. 	 In meeting these demands, revisions

• and re-assessments are being constantly made, so that it appears

almost as if we have returned, in spiral-fashion, to the initial phase
of classification, albeit at a higher and mope sophisticated level.

The chief factors which determined the nature and course of

botanical enquiry within New South Wales between 1811 and 1880 fall into

six broad categories

i. Scientific factors: 	 The botanical investigation of

New South Wales at the scientific level was one aspect of the world-

wide scientific renaissance which began with the revival of great

European voyages of discovery in the eighteenth century. Banks



himself had participated in the most celebrated of these, and his
subsequent position as confidant of the King, adviser to the

Government, President of the Royal Society and virtual director of

the Kew Gardens, ensured that his influence upon botanical

exploration throughout the world and particularly within New South

Wales, was profound and abiding. The work of Allan Cunningham

within the Colony, of Robert Brown in the British Eiuseum, and of

*Alliam Jackson Hooker, first at Glasgow and then at Kew, ensured

that Banks's influence remained strong and effective long after
his death.

During the period reviewed, one discerns a shift in

scientific emphasis.	 At the outset, there was pre-occupation

with the discovery and cataloguing of facts, chiefly, it appears,
for the sake of fact-collecting. 	 In botanical terms, these

"facts" represented plant species. This was the necessary founda-

tion stage of scientific enquiry, for a frame of reference had to

be established.	 It has been referred to in this study as the

"encyclopaedic approach" to botany, rife in Banks's day and for

some time after.	 It was an approach which was rather difficult

to curb in a vast and virtually unknown continent like Australia

1
	 where workers were scattered far and wide intent on discovering

new species, and hardly expecting tha-z; many of the plants they

collected wouldle otherwise. As these individual species or

"facts" were channelled first through London, then through

Melbourne, and then through London again (during the compilation

of Flora Australiensis) it was considered that many species believed

to be distinct were in fact permissible variations within the

concept of a species.	 This very concept, so fundamental to the

theory and practice of botanical taxonomy, field and laboratory

work, was itself subjected to close and continual scrutiny through-

out the period reviewed, and more especially after the publication

of Origin of Species in 1859. Newly-investigated countries like

Australia provided the necessary testing-grounds for both old and
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revised concepts of what constitutes a species, and the seemingly

intractable nature of the Australian flora did much to promote the

general adoption of "natural systems". Just as in our own day it

is hoped that investigations of the lunar surface may help to

explain the origin of our planet and solar system, so it was hoped

in the nineteenth century that botanical investigation of

previously unexplored lands would throw light upon the origin of

life.	 This led to the realisation that the collection of

"facts" alone was not enough. 	 Affinities between "facts" or

species had to be sought, the influence of non-biological factors -

latitude, altitude, climatic and edaphic factors - had to be

assessed if the complete picture were to be seen and some of the

covert relationships within what we now call an ecosystem were to

be appreciated.

Some investigators recognised the need for more than
mere collecting, but felt inadequate to meet it. 	 For example,

Ronald Campbell Gunn
22

, one of W.J. Hooker's Tasmanian collectors

and correspondents, was content to assume the role suggested by the
• French botanist Charles de Hirbel (1776-1854):

The surest way is to confine ourselves to
collecting and arranging facts, leaving to
those who may follow us the charge of dis-
covering and developing the theory.23

22 R.C. Gunn,	 F.L.. (1808-1881) arrived in dobart in
1830, and became Superintendent of Convicts of Northern Van
Diemen's Land. In 1840 he was appointed private secretary to
Governor Sir John .'ranklin, but shortly resigned to manage some
large estates near Launceston. He travelled widely in Tasmania,
and sent shipments of material to Sir William Hooker. He also
took an active part in the establishment of scientific
societies in Tasmania. See T.E.Burns and J.R. Skemp: Van
Diemen's Land Correspondents, Hobart, 1961, p.x.

23 Tasmanian Journal of Natural Science t_Ag:riculture, Statistics, 
&c., I, Hobart, 1842.
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Collectors with the exploring expeditions described in Chapter II

and probably the majority of amateurs, including most of those

mentioned in Chapter VI, came into this category.  They demonstrated

their powers of discernment, their skill as preparators, their ability

to classify, and their industry, in the vast collections which provided

such an essential supplement to those amassed by professional

botanists.	 Signposts to the development of "the theory" were

erected on the way by professionals such as Robert Brown in his

"General Remarks" of 1014 and J. -1:). Hooker in his "Introductory :ess ay"

of 1859, and by amateurs such as John Henderson,

Julian Tenison-Woods and Robert David FitzGerald in their writings and

addresses between the 1830s and 1890s. 	 These investigators sought

to learn more about the prevalence, distribution and survival of

species, and the optimum conditions for growth, thereby demonstrating

a true scientific attitude which stimulated enquiry not only into the

existing vegetation, but also into the possible history of its

development and into possible future modifications in the face of
expanding settlement.

ii. Factors associated with imperial defence: It has been

shown especially in Chapter IV that investigation of the bush was

strongly motivated by the needs of the Royal Navy. Sources of the

raw materials for rope, canvas, masts and spars were as important

to a maritime power of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

as sources of oil are to-day. Philli p was enjoined to cultivate the
New Zealand Flax, Phormium tenax. It was hoped that he might find

this plant growing near the new settlement, but Phillip was bound to

admit

the flax-plant described by Capt. Cook I have never
met with, nor had the botanists that accompanied
Mons. La Perouse found it when I saw them...24

24 Phillip to Sydney, 15 May 1788, HaA,I,p.24. See also Thesis I,
pp.52-57 and	 Gilbert in Records of Aust. Academy Science,
I, 1, pp•8-9.

I-
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The most likely-looking plant in the vicinity of Sydney was the

Gigantic or Gymea Lily, Doryanthes excelsa, from which rope was

ultimately made and sent to the Exhibition of 1851.25

With the departure of Lieut. Philip Cidley King for

Norfolk Island in February 1788, Phillip doubtless saw the end of his

immediate responsibilities concerning a flax supply, but the demand

for naval timber long remained, and the steps taken within New South

Wales to meet that need have been described.	 Although the eventual

findings tended to dash the original hopes for ample sup plies of naval

timber sufficiently superior to justify its transport to England, the

search for such timber contributed substantially to the sum of

botanical knowledge.	 The quest for suitable trees demonstrated the

need for more experience of colonial timbers, more observation of their

application, more experimental work on their properties and for a more

1	 reliable system of classification, especially cf the Eucalypts.

Notwithstanding the value of the testimony of bushmen, when efforts

were . being made to determine the suitability of certain timbers for

specific purposes, the names they bestowed upon the trees on which they

worked left much to be desired. 	 It should be noted, however, that

although New South 'Wales timbers did not appear to be equal to the

demands of the British Navy except in a minor way, they were made to

answer the colonists' local needs as long as wooden vessels were

employed on sea, lake and inland river.

iii. Economic factors; Until wool was established as the

long-sought staple item of export, the search for a staple in the bush

was officially encouraged and vigorously pursued. Probably Red Cedar

and tanning bark came closest to fulfilling this hope for an exportable

bush product which was immediately at hand. The search for dyestuffs,

medicinal substances and other likely materials let to a wider under-

standing of the plants of the bush.	 Once again the need for an

25 Bennett: Gatherings, p. 339.
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adequate system of reference was clearly indicated, especially

when bush materials of all kinds - timbers, barks, fibres, extracts,

etc. - were collected for display in the great exhibitions during

the latter half of the nineteenth century. These economic factors

involving the search for a staple in the bush were more significant

during the period reviewed in Thesis I then during this later period

when the economy of the Colony was stabilised through wool exports.

Nevertheless it was realised that wool production depended upon the

natural fodder resources, of which some investigators made a special

study.

iv. Commercial factors: Although not greatly significant

in the Colony's economy as a whole, the traffic in native plants

long remained brisk, and for some, reasonably profitable. The

activities of nurserymen, horticulturists and plant importers and

exporters greatly influenced the investigation of the bush, especially

in the case of plants with attractive flowers or fruits or with

habits considered grotesque or bizarre by northern standards. These

activities encouraged the development of improved means of plant

transport (e.g. in '.irardian cases) and the adequate classification and

cataloguing of plants, often on acceptable scientific lines. 	 The

nurserymen and horticulturists not only promoted botanical investiga-

tion, but also disseminated botanical knowledge by means of the very

plants they propagated throughout Europe, thereby enabling many

investigators to familiarize themselves with irew South :sales plants

before they ever stepped into the Australian bush. Commercial

activities involving plants therefore promoted investigation,

provided instruction and assisted the cause of conservation.

v. Local factors: Du-'ing this study considerable emphasis

has been placed upon the importance of the botanical enquiry carried
out by explorers, surveyors and settlers during empirical investiga-

tions made simply in order to exist in the bush. This investigation
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was part of the normal process of adaptation to a new vegetative

invironment which plainly had to be understood if that adaptation were

to be successful. 	 It was argued in Thesis I that contrary to the

view often expressed, the settlers came to grips with the bush much

more rapidly than they have generally been given credit for doing.

Additional evidence for this same argument has been provided here.

The settlers quickly discerned those plants which were palatable to

their stock and those which were not; plants which poisoned and

those which fattened; plants which could be made to provide for the

astonishingly diverse demands of man and beast. Evidence of this

process of adaptation and of the results of a most intensive

investigation of the bush forms a major part of this study comprising

the whole of Appendix VIII. Despite the traditional suspicion

between "scientific gentlemen" and 'practical men", the more

enlightened of the former, such as Woolls, Mueller and Maiden were

grateful to turn to the "practical men" for information which only

they could provide, and Mr. Commissioner Bigge deserves to be remem-

bered for having shown the way.

vi. Personal factors: In a sense these too, were "local

factors" since they concern many local personalities. It has been

shown throughout this study that our present knowledge, especially

of field botany, ecology and botanical taxonomy, is largely based upon

the work of a remarkably heterogeneous group of people, some women,

but chiefly men; some with scientific training, many with none;

some knew each other and worked together, others were widely separated

by both time and distance and worked alone; some had social standing

and influence, many had neither; some demonstrated an intellectual

and academic arrogance in their pursuit of botanical knowledge,

while others remained humbled by the magnitude of the task and their

own ignorance; some were pleased to seek information and assistance

from the master of Elizabeth Bay House, but diffident about approaching
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"old hands" working in the bush, others were equally at home in both

situations; some formed cliques as they sought to obtain the

Governor's attention, while others sought only to ascertain the truth

about some botanical problem regardless of any prevailing political

climate. All, however, shared at some level and for some reason, a

common interest in the indigenous vegetation.

Some colonists experienced, and even recorded, their need

for an intellectual pursuit to render more satisfying and meaningful

their lives in what was either an entirely new environment or the

kind of bush they had always known. For others, investigation of

"the lilies of the field" was a pious exercise. Whatever their

motives, the diverse band of amateurs made an enormous contribution

to botanical knowledge through their collections, drawings, recorded

observations and cultivation of native species. The full impact of

their work was realised only when it was referred to some central and

influential authority or institution, either in Australia or in

Europe, or when it came to the notice of one of the learned societies,

or when, for general interest, it was supplied to the press. 	 Being

true amateurs, they usually pursued their investigations without much

regard for personal gain, although some hoped that the colony as a

whole might benefit from botanical discoveries of economic

significance. For most, it was scientia gratia scientiae.

Of these amateurs, it has been found that the clergy and

the surveyors comprised the two most influential groups. As far as

the former group is concerned this is no great surprise in view of

the Entjish tradition well established by the nineteenth century,

when to be a parson was almost synonymous with being
a naturalist. It was even suspected that many of them
became clerks in Holy Orders so that they could delight-
fully live in obscure country places side by side with
Nature.26

26 Allan; Hookers, p. 28
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The interesting task here has been to determine just who these clergy

were.

Throughout the period reviewed, resident professional

botanists in New South dales were rare, but the work of many amateurs,
notably Louisa Atkinson, William 'doolls, Robert David FitzGerald

and Henry Deane attained an acknowledged professional standard. Their

work was all the more important in New South Wales for there was no

professional botanist to match Victoria's Ferdinand von Mueller.

It must be added that Mueller neither replaced nor disregarded the

amateur botanists of his own colony. Rather he encouraged them there

as he did throughout the continent and directed their useful

discoveries into the main stream of recorded botanical knowledge.

It has been shown that personal, political, economic and

commercial considerations were almost inextricably mixed with those

which were purely scientific. Sometimes these extraneous factors

promoted the work, sometimes they inhibited, or virtually prevented

it.	 Sir Joseph Banks's personal interest and influence were of

paramount importance in promoting botanical enquiry during the first

decade of the period here reviewed, but the strained relationship

between the King's Botanist, Allan Cunningham appointed by Banks, and

the King's Representative, Lachlan Macqu arie, probably reduced

Cunningham's effectiveness during one stage of his investigations,

notwithstanding Cunninghap 's tremendous overall contribution.

Certainly Cunningham himself felt this way, both on this occasion

and when he "discharged the Government cabbage-garden in disgust"
some twenty years later. Other instances of personal conflict and

concord have been described to show that even scientific enquiry is

essentially a personal business. 	 Suspicions, jealousies and

personal clashes more than once brought into question the role of

Sydney's Botanic Gardens and the worth of those to whom the management

of this sole botanical institution was entrusted. Similar problems

even threatened the production of the only Flora of Australia ever

produced. Sometimes Governors clearly precipitated a scientific
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crisis, and sometimes they resolved problems with commendable skill

thereby promoting the advancement of botanical knowledge not only by

their patronage but also by their diplomacy.

On some occasions the personal factors included xenophobic

attitudes which clouded any botanical issues at stake. This was seen

especially in the case of Leichhardt in New South Wales and Mueller in

Victoria, and there are indications, too, that workers like Sieber

and Lhotsky, albeit rather difficult characters in their own right,

could have been more contented and therefore more productive, had

they been more warmly welcomed and positively encouraged. Yet

they made their contributions, even if on a reduced scale. We have seen,

too, that those personal factors which are best described as

"political decisions" affected the botanical work of exploring

expeditions, appointments to botanical posts and expenditure upon

botanical projects, publications and institutions, and sometimes,

as ir the case of the Botanic Gardens, parliamentary committees were

set up to probe into personal relationships and qualities where these

concerned botanical matters. Even the granting of self-government

to the majority of Australian Colonies during the mid-fifties had its

repercussions upon botanical projects, and then, as now, it is often

difficult to disentangle politics from science. 	 On some occasions

when governmental patronage was not forthcoming, private patronage,

such as that afforded by the Lacleays, meant the difference between

retaining or abandoning an idea, a project or even a learned society

devoted to enquiry into natural history.

********xxxx**xxxxxxx

It was shown in Chapter III that settlers' attitudes

towards the vegetation tended to chance, more especially as the

proportion of the native-born increased. Some made ready and willing

contact with the vegetation, some were repelled by it, most came to

modify their views. 	 Some, like Major Robert Ross of the First Fleet,

remained irreconcilable to the vegetative aspect of the new

ti
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environment, and he was not without supporters even as late as the

mid-fifties

... I hope I shall not be long enough here to make
any collection, and I do not care enough about the
Australian flowers to take much trouble with them.

I often wonder what can be the difference.	 I
suppose it is the want of any pleasant associations
with them.	 I often see very pretty flowers in the
bush and just gather them to take a look at them,
and then throw them away again without any further
interest, while at Home every wildflower seemed like
a friend to me.27

Most of this study has been concerned with people who held the

contrary view.

Whether or not the settlers felt admiration or repulsion

for the bush, they had to cope with it. We have seen that the

impact was necessarily violent and that the notion of the land of

endless forest was slow to change. 	 In order to create, the

settlers were obliged to destroy. 	 This in itself is not questioned

here, nor was it questioned by the people here considered. It is

rather the degree of destruction which has been, and still is

questioned, and the degree to which man the creator has compensated

for or tempered man the destroyer. Although some alarm over the

loss of trees and soil-binding plants on river banks was evinced by

27 Rachel Henning to the Rev. T. j. Boyce, writing from Appin, N.S..
29 Mar. 1855. The Letters of Rachel Henning, Bulletin, Syd., 1952,
p.18.	 Strangely, Rachel Henning sent a message to Sir William
Hooker asking whether "there was any 'Flora of Australia' yet
published." As there was not, Hooker sent two letters of
introduction "to two botanical friends of his in Sydney", in case
Miss Henning should wish to pursue any botanical study. She did
not, at the time of writing, intend to present these letters for
the reasons indicated in the above extract. Clearly she must have
had some interest to set in train the enquiries which led to the
referral to Hooker's friends, who have not been identified.
Probably one at least would have been a Macleay.
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the early governors, the first pleas for the preservation of

trees for their own sake were apparently not made with any conviction

until 1836, when Thomas Shepherd confessed to being "astonished at the

proceeding" of destroying trees sim ply because they happened to be there.

During the 1870s the matter was forcefully revived by two clergymen,

William Branwhite Clarke and William Woolls, who were independently

supported by a forest ranger, William Carron. 	 By the 1890s, , the
conservation of trees had become a popular issue, and some steps were

taken, but these were usually motivated by economic rather than by

purely scientific or aesthetic considerations. 	 Even the reservation

of the first National Park in New South Wales in 1879 was prompted by

considerations of public health and recreation, and not by the

concept of conservation as we now understand it. Nevertheless it was

the beginning of a project which could easily be modified to assume

a wider significance.	 The botanical desirability of preserving

such ecological areas as mangrove swamp and coastal heathland, both

devoid of useful timber, has been advocated only recently in the face

of threats imposed by reclamation projects and beach mining. General

acceptance of this kind of conservation involving ecological concepts

rather than a simple figure to express the area of national park per

capita of population, has yet to be achieved, although it is

encouraging to note that some arid areas of the far west are to be

reserved.

The ultimate botanical achievement of the period reviewed
was Bentham l s flora Australiensis, here called "the Grand Synthesis".

It was an achievement which could only be matched in our own day by

the production of a facsimile edition, complete with all the

historical, geographical and botanical deficiencies of the original.

Bentham specifically acknowledged the specimens of over 100 N.S.W.

collectors 28 , many of them long deceased, or otherwise unwitting

28 See Appendix I.
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contributors to the great enterprise. With Mueller's essential

co-operation, Bentham systematised the purposeful and the random

collections made during a century and more. The most industrious of

these collectors have received due attention in this study.

Publication of the seventh volume of Flora Australiensis in 1878

finalised the demonstration of the effective field work which had

been undertaken since the publication of Brown's Prodromus in 1810.

It is this field work which has been investigated in the course of

this study.

There are some interesting differences between the two

basic works of Australian botanical literature, the Prodromus and

Flora Australiensis. They were published nearly seventy years apart,

the one before the vast interior of the continent was explored, and

the other when this exploration was all but completed; one

described 2,048 species in a single volume in Latin, the other

described 8,168 species in seven volumes in English. Neither work

sported a single illustration. Brown relied almost entirely upon his

own and Bauer's extensive collections made on the spot, and upon the

Banksian herbarium; Bentham made no collections in Australia, but

relied entirely upon the Banksian herbarium and the collections at

Kew (by this time augmented by the collections of Cunningham, Sieber
and other travellers and of Brown himself) and upon the enormous
amount of material collected by Mueller and his many correspondents.

One of the purposes of this study has been to examine the contribution

of some of these correspondents who worked in New South	 and to

assess their impact upon botanical knowledge.
Thus by 1880, botanical investiga'6ors in Lustralia had

access to a basic reference work in :&iglish, and in 1893 Charles Moore's

Handbook made the appropriate parts of the larger work more readily
available to N.S.W. botanists

29
.	 Any survey of the subsequent fifty

29 For Moore's Handbook and a comment by Idieller, see Chapter V,
pp.512-513.
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years would begin with the arrival of J.H. Maiden in 1880 and the

acceptance of the fact that the pioneer phase of fact-finding in the

field, so necessary for the compilation of a basic Flora, had

virtually ended. But the overall botanical survey has continued,

even to the present. 3°	 Bentham himself had appreciated the need
for a supplement to Flora Australiensis even before he completed his

task, but regrettably Mueller did not accept the challenge so offered.

The immediate post-Bentham period marked the end of the

era of the "old school" of botanists who were so influential in New

South Wales. FitzGerald died in 1892 and 'Joolls the following year,

and in 1896 Mueller died and Moore retired. The field was then

destined to be occupied by a new generation of botanists only glimpses

of whom have been given here. Born in the 1840 and 1850s, these

men, amateurs and professionals, had reached their prime by the time

they were needed in the 1880s and 1890s -- for example, 1J.S.

Campbell (1844-1935); Henry Deane (1847-1924); -2rnst Betche (1851-
1913); A.G. Hamilton (1852 - 1941); H.G. Smith (1852 - 1924); R.T. Baker

(1855-1941); A.A. Hamilton (1855-1929); R.H. Cambage (1859-1928) and
J.H. Maiden (1859-1925). After them, another succession of botanists
born in the 1860s and 1870s continued the work -- for example,

J.L. Boorman (1865-1938); Edwin Cheel (1872-1951); H.M.R. Rupp

(1872-1956) and W.F. Blakely (1875-1941). The field was wide, the

foundations sure, the need was clear and there was no dearth of

investigators to continue the work of Banks, Brown, Bentham and other

members of the diverse company described in the course of this study.

Upon investigation, it would be clearly revealed that they too, deserve

commendation for the field work they accomplished, and for the

contributions to botany they made in taxonomy, phytochemistry and

plant geography, often published by the learned societies they so

30 It might be appropriately recorded here that Lindsay Smith, Acting
government Botanist of Queensland, died "on the rugged slopes of
Mt. Barney" (i.e. Allan Cunningham's Mt. Lindesay) on 12 Sept.
1970 "while collecting botany samples." a, 	 Sept. 1970. See
Chapter II, p. 81.
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staunchly supported, and all despite problems and frustrations

involving the same kinds of factors as have been discussed here.

By the end of the l nineteenth century, some investigators,

like the amateur, Henry Deane, appreciated both the magnitude of the

task which had been undertaken and the value of what had been

accomplished

The complete investigation of the flora of a
continent is a work not of one generation nor-
of two, but the foundation has been laid for
the carrying on of the study...31

In 1897, the year following Dean's appraisal, Queen
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee was considered an appropriate occasion

on which to review all fields of British endeavour in the colonies

during the preceding sixty years. Interestingly, the "Progress of

Botanical Science" in Australia was so reviewed in the Sydney press.

An anonymous writer maintained that one proud Imperial achievement was

the fact that

wherever new territory was annexed to the British
Crown the aim of the Home Authorities a_Tears to
have been that one of the first things to be
undertaken was the collecting of the indigenous
flora.32

We may agree that this was so, and a major part of this investigation

has been devoted to ascertaining why, how and by whom this work was

performed.

31 Proc. Linn. Soc.NSW,	 1896, pp. 824-825.
32 Town & Country Journal, "Special Queen's Number", 19 June 1897,

p.39. Within a single page, the writer, probably J.H. Maiden,
gave an admirably succinct account of Australian botanical
history in a series of staccato statements arranged around
portraits of the Queen and the Marquis of Salisbury. Wider
issues such as the abandonment of "the superficial and useless
system of Linnaeus", the number of plants known to science in
1837 and 1897 (respectively cryptogams 12,000 and 25,000;
flowering plants 78,000 and 120,000), and trends towards
specialisation in botany (e.g. "systematic", "morpholoj_cal",
"structural", "Physiological", "palaeontological", "geographical"
and "economic") were also mentioned.
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As already mentioned33 , my interest in the history of

Australian botanical investigation began while collecting plant

specimens for a student assignment nearly thirty years ago. 34 A

wide range of specimens representative of the Hawkesbury sandstone

flora could then be collected within easy cycling distance of the

western suburbs of Sydney. Since that time, technological

development, some of it due to, war, has enabled man to modify the

environment beyond all hope of later recognition. William 'goons

appreciated something of this possibility nearly ninety years ago,

but he could not have imagined the rapidity and the finality of the

changes in the environment now being wrought. Woolls saw the axe,

the firebrand and the plough as the great enemies of the vegetation

which he hoped would remain to be enjoyed forever. Today, the

clearing contractor experiences none of the fatigue or frustration of

the early settlers as he manipulates his giant bulldozer and clears

in as many hours an area of bush which would have kept the early

settlers busy for months. Valley forests have been drowned in some

projects, while aquatic plants have been desiccated in others;

marginal and downright unsuitable land has been offered to lure

settlers into areas which might best have been left in their virgin

state; whole stretches of coastline have been literally turned

upside down for minerals, and the varied richness of coastal heath-
land and of small pockets of littoral rainforest have been replaced

by the abject poverty of a couple of lines of dismal Casuarinas

supported by a few sand-binding grasses as token gestures to the

obligation to "restore" the landscape; the so-called "green-belts"

around cities are being steadily reduced to provide sites for housing

schemes, industrial and commercial complexes and for additional

transport systems. Facilities for formal recreation are encroaching

upon areas of bush previously set aside for "public recreation".

33 Thesis I, Preface, p.ii.
34 more precisely in September 1942 during a botany excursion to

Engadine and the Woronora River led by Miss Thistle Y. Harris
(later Mrs. David Stead) Lecturer in Biology, Sydney Teachers'
College.

Awl
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Edward Edwards's contention made over 130 years ago that "the first

steps towards a settlement are destructive of natural beauties"35 has

been shown to be equally true for most subsequent steps as well,

although there have been some attempts at beautification.

At the time of writing, two U.S. astronauts, David Scott

and James Irwin are actually collecting soil and rock specimens on

the moon. These specimens are already arousing the same kind of

excitement among scientists as those specimens of rocks, animals and

plants which Banks and Solander brought to England just two centuries

before. During the interim, our immediate environment - atmospheric

and aquatic, as well as terrestrial, or what is termed the biosphere -

has been increasingly modified by the processes of production,

destruction and pollution, as we transport more goods, make way for

more people, more homes, more mines, more factories, more sources of

power. While an increasing number of Australians become city dwellers

living and working either in or adjacent to giant man-made forests

of reinforced concrete, steel and glass, there still lingers an ofter

savage defence of the traditional bush legend. Much of this study,

especially Chapter III and more especially Appendix VIII, surely shows

why this is so. Such an intimate contact with the bush during the

first century of settlement must have necessarily caused the develop-

ment of certain attitudes towards, and conceptions of Australian life

not easily lost within a generation or two. Even with ma:_s immigra-

tion and increasing urbanisation, the bush legend dies hard, and for

good reason.	 As in Thesis I, the "bush legend" is seen here not so

much as a literary legend dating from the days of J.F. Archibald and

the Bulletin, but rather a legend which arose from lives lived in the

bush long before the Bulletin was launched.

35 See Chapter III, pp.319-320.
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Happily, we are now more alert than ever before to the

threats of our own making, and to how they might be averted. It may

well be argued that these threats, and the abovementioned factors

from which they have arisen, make even more interesting and

significant the contemplation of how the nineteenth century European

settlers in New South Wales reacted to, investigated, used, abused,

attempted to account for, and finally came to appreciate that

shrinking part of our environment we are still pleased to call the

"Australian Bush".
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THE BUSH LEGEND	 IftEING

UPPER "Felling a Forest Veteran", Mountain Ash, probably E.delegatensis.
LOWER; "Snigging a Log".

Photos.: Charles Kerry, c.1890. ML.Q634-9/K•




